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In this paper we establish representation theorems expressing any bounded 
linear operator from a Banach space 3G into an Lp space, 1 < p, in terms of a 
Phillips integral [l]. The principal tool used for this is the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem of Rickart [2]. In addition, we find it advantageous to use spaces of 
countably additive set functions which are isometrically isomorphic to the Lp 
spaces. 
If 3c is a normed linear space and 3c* its conjugate space, we write (x*, x) 
to denote x* acting on x, where x* E 3c* and x E 3c. The symbol ]I 11 will be 
used to denote the norm in whatever space is under consideration, and it will 
be clear from the context what any particular norm is. 
We begin by recalling for the reader’s convenience some pertinent defini- 
tions and results concerning the Phillips integral. These are taken mainly 
from Rickart’s paper [2]. 
Let (S, .F, m) be a measure space, i.e., S a set, 3; a u-algebra of subsets 
and m an extended real-valued nonnegative measure on 9. Let 3: be a locally 
convex real linear topological space. A set-valued function, denoted by 
x(:), defined on some subcollection of 9 and whose values are subsets of J: 
will be said to be contractive provided that e, C ea implies x(e,) C x(ea) 
whenever x(e,) and x(eJ are defined. Such a function will be called a multi- 
valued contractive mapping. Let x(F) d enote the collection of all such 
contractive functions defined for each e E 9 such that 0 < m(e) < co. Let V 
be a neighborhood of the origin in 3c. A sequence {X,} of subsets of 3c is said 
to be unconditionally summable to the element x E J: with respect to V 
provided there is a finite set of indices fly such that for every finite set of 
indices rr 1 rry the following holds: 
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By a subdivision d = {eJ of S we shall mean a finite or countably infinite 
collection of pairwise disjoint members of s whose union is S. If A C .1c 
and a: is a real number, then by ~4 or Aol we mean {ayx : x E A). Let d = (e,> 
be a subdivision of S, and let x(:) E x(9). Then the sequence of sets 
(x(e n ei) m(e n e,)} will be denoted by 1(x, e, d). Since x(e) is not defined 
when m(e) is infinite or zero, it will always be assumed that m(e n ei) is 
finite and that x(e n ei) m(e n ei) stands for the element 0 (the zero element 
of Z) whenever m(e n ei) = 0. We now define the Phillips integral. 
DEFINITION 1. A function x(:) E x(9) is said to be Phillips integrable on 
e provided there exists an element F(e) E J: such that for each neighborhood 
V of the origin in 3c is a subdivision d y of e (or, equivalently, of S) such that 
1(x, e, d “) is unconditionally summable to F(e) with respect to V. F(e) is the 
Phillips integral of x(:) on e and we write F(e) = se x(s) &z(s). 
The properties of the Phillips integral have been thoroughly studied in [l] 
and [2], and some generalizations of it were developed and explored by 
Rickart in [3]. We list the results that will be needed for the representation 
theorems of the present paper. 
Let Y be a locally convex linear topological space. Suppose f maps the 
subsets of 3c to subsets of Y and satisfies: 
(1) X, C X, implies f(X,) Cf(X,). 
(2) f(%-& + “Z-52) = %f(&) + %?f&K2). 
(3) For each neighborhood u of the origin in Y there is a neighborhood 
VU of the origin in J: such that f( VU) C U. 
This class of transformations contains as a special case the ordinary continuous 
linear operators f : J: + Y, where f(X) = {f(x) : x E X}, but also may 
contain transformations that do not arise from “point functions”. 
Let 5(x) denote the collection of all subsets of 3c. From Corollary 7.2, 
p. 507, of [3] we have 
THEOREM A. Ifx( :) E X(9) is Phillips integrable on e,, and ifj: 5(X) + S(Y) 
satisjies the conditions (I), (2), (3) b a eve, then the function f (x(e)) is Phillips 
integrable on e, and 
Now let T be an arbitrary Banach space and let r be a total subset of 3c*, 
the conjugate space of J: (by “total” we mean that if (3, x) = 0 for every 
f E I’, then x is the zero vector), and let 36 be topologized by the weak neig- 
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borhood system induced by p, i.e., a neighborhood basis for the origin in X 
is formed by the sets of the form {x E X : 1 (%i , x) 1 < E, i = I,..., n}, where 
- 
Xl ,.-a, %,, ranges over all non-empty finite subsets of r, and E ranges over all 
positive numbers. Then Rickart’s Radon-Nikodym theorem ([2], p. 58) is 
THEOREM B. If (S, 3, m) is a a-finite measure space andF(e) is any function 
with values in X and defined for elements of 3 having finite measure, such that 
x(F(e)) is countably additive for every x E P, then a necessary and su&ient 
condition that F(e) be representable as a Phillips integral with respect to the 
P-topology of X is that F(e) be absolutely continuous with respect to m. 
By “absolutely continuous ” in the above is meant that m(e) = 0 implies 
F(e) = 0 (the zero element of X). In our application of this theorem the 
Banach space will be the space X* and the set r will be X itself, so that the 
r-topology will be the weak* topology. 
In what follows we will have a contractive mapping g(:) which maps each 
e E 9 of finite nonzero measure to a subset of X*, where X* is the conjugate 
space of a Banach space X. For each x E X we will denote by (g(:), x) the 
contractive mapping from 3 to sets of real numbers given by 
<g(e), x>= ((5, x) : .f Eg(e)}. 
When the Phillips integral of (g(:), x) is used, where the topology on the 
reals is the usual one, it will be denoted by j,(g(s), x) dm(s). 
THEOREM 1. Let (S, 3, m) be a o-$nite measure space and let FO denote the 
collection of those members of 3; having Jinite measure. Let V be a normed linear 
space of real-valued countably additive set functions defined on 9,) each of 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to m and such that each e E SF, 
determines a continuous linear functional V, on V given by s?&(4) =4(e) for 
every 4 E V. Let X be any real Banach space and let T be a bounded linear 
operator from X into V. Then there exists g(:) E X*(s) which is Phillips- 
integrable on each e E 3;,, such that 
(TX) (e) = (I8 g(s) dm(s), x  = 1, W;\, x> Ws) 
for every e EF,, and x E X. 
PROOF. Define F : 9, -+ X* as follows: for e E F0 and x E X, 
(F(e), x) = (TX) (e). Note that F is simply the restriction of the conjugate 
of T to those elements of V* (the conjugate space of V) determined by the 
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members of 9, , so that F really does map into X*. Now suppose {e,J is a 
sequence of pairwise disjoint members of 9, such that 
Then for each x E X, 
(F(e), x> = (TX) (e) = 1 ( W (4 = C (F(4, x>, 
?I=1 n=1 
so 
for every x E 36. HenceF is countably additive on 9, in the weak* topology on 
X*. In fact, since X is a determining manifold for X*, countable additivity 
relative to the weak* topology on X* is equivalent to countable additivity 
relative to the norm topology on 3c* (see [2], p. 53). Furthermore, if m(e) = 0, 
then (TX) (e) = 0 for every x E X so (F(e), x> = 0 for every x E X and hence 
F(e) = 0 (the zero vector in X*). That is, F is absolutely continuous with 
respect to m. F then satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B and so is represent- 
able as a Phillips integral with repect to the X-topology, i.e., the weak* 
topology, on X*. That is, there exists g(:) E X*(9) such that 
F(e) = j, g(s) dm(s) 
for every e E 3s . In fact, as in Rickart’s proof of Theorem B, g(:) is given by 
g(e) = 1% : e’ C e, m(e’) f 0 . 
I 
Furthermore, by Theorem A, for each x E X, and each e E 3;, , we have 
(T4 (4 = (F(e), x> = (j g(s) W4, x) = j W), x> W4 
e e 
since x considered as a mapping from 5(X*) to sets of real numbers satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem A. Q.E.D. 
We now use the preceding theorem together with an idea of R. E. 
Fullerton [4] to obtain Phillips integral representations of bounded linear 
operators from any Banach space into L”. Let L = Ll(S, 9, m), and 
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It may be easily verified that we also have 
llfll = S;P C 1 j f dm 1 
f&E57 ei 
where r ranges over all finite collections of pairwise disjoint measurable sets 
of finite nonzero measure. If f E Lp, then the norm of f is 
llfli = [s, 1 f Iv dm]l’“. Fullerton showed that 
where again 7r ranges over all finite collections of pairwise disjoint measurable 
sets of finite nonzero measure. With each f E Lp we may associate a function 
41 on 3’0 bY Me> = Se f d m and let // &II = I/f 11 . Fullerton denoted the 
resulting space of set functions by VP. We see that V satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1 since if m(e) < co, then I+(e) 1 < 114 /I m(e)l--(l/p) for each 
q3 E VP. So if T is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X into LP, 
by Theorem 1 there is an element g(:) of X*(9) such that for each x E X and 
eElTo, we have 
s Txdm = e (j, g(s) dm(s), 2) = j, (g(s), x) Wsh 
where TX denotes the member of LP which is the image of x under T. In this 
case we can also obtain a relationship betweeng(:) and the norm of T. Suppose 
xEXandIlxll=l. 
II TX II = s”,p c 
1 je, Txdm 1’ ‘I’ 
e*Ev 1 m(e$J-l ’ 
For each ei , 
so 
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Now we suppose 0 < m(e) < co. Then 
IKTXdrnli <,, TX,,, 
m(e)P-l 
so 
1 J‘, Txdm 1 < II WY* m(e)l-(l/P) < I/ T Ill/* m(e)l-(1/1’). 
Therefore 
,G$, / 1, TX dm 1 < II T Ill’* m(e)l--(lip), 
SO 
/I j, .!a dmN (1 
< II T IlliD and 
// j g(s) Ws) (ID 
’ 
49--(1’p) m(e)p-l 
G Ii TII. 
Hence 
/i je g(s) dN4 IIn I/ je.A4 dm(4 /I* l’*
sup O<m(e)<rn m(e)p-l 
‘m(e,)“-l 1 - 2 
We have then established the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let (S, 3, m) be a o-jinite measure space, and let 3, be the 
collection of those members of 3; having Jinite measure. Let L” = Lp(S, 9, m). 
If T is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X into Lf’, then there is a 
g(:) E X*(s) which is Phillips integrable on each e E ZFO such that 
r Txdm = * e (1, g(s) dm(4, x) = je <gWT 4 dm(s) 
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for every e E T,, and x E X. Furthermore 
where rr ranges over all finite collections of pairwise disjoint measurable sets of 
finite non2ero measure. 
We now consider L. For f E L define & on 9 by &f(e) = se f dm, and let 
I/ & 11 = 11 f/I . Fullerton’s notation for the resulting space of set functions 
was A (the A denotes absolutely continuous). A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 since if m(e) < CO, then II h(e) II < I/ & II . In fact, in this case, 
every e E 9 induces a continuous linear functional V, on A by 
fmr) = Me) = j f dm- 
e 
So there is a g(:) E X*(9) such that for each x E X and e E F. , 
s Txdm = e (je g(s) MS), x) = 1, (g(s), 4 dm(s)- 
Also as in the case of L” for p > 1, we have 
sup Ill II ,g(s) dm(s) G II T/I < s)tp 1 III /I m(e)<m ed g(s) Ws) . epr 
In addition, g(:) actually satisfies a little more. S is a-finite so 
where ei n ej is empty if i fj, and m(e,) < CO for each n. Let x E X and 
E > 0. There is a positive integer N, depending on x and E, such that if 
k > N, then 
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Let e ET, and let T* denote the conjugate of T. If k > N, then 
= (v, , TX) - i j TX dm 
n=l enen 
Txdm- - 
J 
TX dm 
e 
;I I, ene 
n>=1 
Therefore the series Cz=i s e,-,e,g(s) dm(s) converges in the weak * topology 
on X* uniformly with respect to e E 9. Also g(:) is integrable on every 
measurable e C e, for each n. Henceg( :) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3 
of [2], and so g( :) is Phillips integrable on every e E 9. Furthermore, since the 
Phillips integral is countably additive, if x E X and e E 3;, then, using the 
above notation, 
j Txdm=fj Txdm= f 
e ?%=I ene, 71=1 
(j pne 
n 
Finally, if e E 3;, then 
/I j, g(s) dm(4 11 = ,::$, 1 (j, g(s) dm(4 x) 1
= ,,;yl II TX II = II T II . 
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so 
We now have the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let (S, 8, m) be a o-finite measure space. LetL = L1(S, 3;, m). 
If T is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X into L, then there is a 
g(:) E X*(T) which is Phillips integrable on each e E 9 such that 
s Txdm = e (1, g(s) dm(s), X) = j, (g(s), X) de) 
for every e E 9 and x E X. Furthermore, 
where rr ranges over all Jinite collections of pairwise dkjoint measurable sets of 
jinite measure. 
It will be observed that Theorem 3 is similar to Theorem VI.8.1 of 
Dunford-Schwartz [5]. However the methods of proof are quite different, the 
Phillips integral not being used in Dunford-Schwartz, and Theorem 3 
yields somewhat more information than does Theorem VI.8.1, which does 
not identify the mapping x*(e) presented there except to specify x*(E) x for 
each E in C (the u-algebra of measurable sets) and x in X, while Theorem 3 
shows that x*(a) is precisely the Phillips integral ofg(:). Moreover, Theorem 3, 
via the mapping g(:), gives more detail about how the linear operator T acts 
on a point x in X than does VI.8.1 of Dunford-Schwartz. 
Finally, the author thanks Professor Ky Fan for suggestions improving the 
presentation of this paper. 
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